Manufacturer: Berry Plastics Corporation
Model: ZH05SQ
ASTM Type: IL

Description:

The package consists of a rectangular container and rectangular lid with a one-piece plastic continuously-threaded closure (clear rectangular container, orange lid, and blue circular closure in Figure 1).
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The rectangular container and rectangular lid fit together. Access to the package is through the one-piece plastic blue circular continuously-threaded closure (Figure 1).

The package is opened by turning the blue circular closure counterclockwise until it stops, then lifting the closure and continuing to turn it counterclockwise until it comes off. The blue circular closure cannot be removed unless it is lifted up because there is a lug inside the blue circular closure (see arrow in Figure 2). This connects with the vertical line on the neck finish of the orange rectangular lid (see arrow in Figure 3) and prevents the blue circular closure from continuing to turn counterclockwise.
The manufacturer’s instructions on the blue circular closure are (Figure 4). (Note the blue circular closure is referred to in the manufacturer’s instructions as the lid.):

TO OPEN: (arrows pointing counterclockwise)

1. TURN LID IN DIRECTION OF ARROWS UNTIL LID STOPS.
2. LIFT LID AND CONTINUE IN DIRECTION OF ARROWS.

TO CLOSE: (arrows pointing clockwise)

1. TURN LID IN DIRECTION OF ARROWS UNTIL TIGHT.
2. CAUTION: LID MUST BE COMPLETELY CLOSED.